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SOLVATLNG COLLISIONS BETWEEN DEUTERONS AND LIGHT-WATER OCTAMERS 

Thomas A. WEBER and Frank H. STILLINGER 

Bell laboratories. Murray Ilrll. Newhrsey 07974 USI 

011s hundred cbssiul rr~~cctor~es hare been numerwaily gencrntcd for solvatmg collwons of D+~lth the stable hght-water 
clujter (H20)g TCII dlsrinct open channels were duco\ered, wnh product-ion hydrauon numbers ranging from I to 6. The 
dcutcron rends prcicrcnnally IO be carried au3y in nwrrals. par~wzularly when large Ions are formed. The results can be Ed- 
pllmcd In terms of compctlrion bctwvsen charge trsnsfcr withm. and decompontlon of, the chqgcd rcxnon cornpIe\. 

I_ Introduction 

Formafion and study of gas-phase clusters has be- 

come an exciting area of experimental chemical phys- 
ics [ 1 ,?I. A wide variety of atomic and molecular 
substances has been examined, as both neutral and 
charged clusters. One of the interestmg prospects of- 
ferred by these developments is the chance to observe 
macroscopic materials properties develop as the clus- 

ter size steaddy increases. 
Experiments on gas-phase clusters containmg 

water have prowded information basic to understand- 
mg aqueous condensed phases. Determination of the 
water duner structure [3], for example, yields vital 
insight into hydrogen bonding, which constitutes an 
indispensable part of the intermolecular forces in 
liquid water, aqueous solutions, and the ices. Similar- 
ly the experimental study of protonated water clus- 
ters [4] constitutes a background for understanding 
hydrogen ions in macroscopic solution phases. 

This burgeoning experimental effort gives an extra 
impetus for theory to probe cluster structure and dy- 
namics. In a recent series of papers [S-l?] we have 
undertaken a modest response to this challenge. By 
employing the “polarization model” as a convenient 
appro.wation to the complex potential energy func- 
tions involved [S] we have studied selected aspects of 
the exothermic neutralization reactions [9-121 

H+(H?O), + OH-(H,O), -+ (m +n + l)H,O . (11 

Some of the results obtained (mcluding effects of iso- 
topic substitution) unpiled the presence of unantici- 
pat+d phenomena, and to that extent the simple mod- 

elling may be beneficial in stimulating future experi- 
ments. 

ln this paper we wish to report on a computational 
study of hydrogen-ion hydration dynamics. Once 
again we have relied on the polarization model to sup- 
ply the interactions, and classical dynamics has been 
used to follow the reactive colhsions. 

The specific system studied mvolves bare deuterons 

D+ colliding with light-water octamers (Hz 160)g in 
what is believed to be the stable structure for the lat- 
ter [7]. The collisions produce a combination of solv- 
ated hydrogen ions and neutral water molecules in 
several possible channels. We have employed D+ 
(rather than H+) for the bare reactant ion because 
such simultaneous use of distinct hydrogen isotopes 
in the corresponding real experiment would help to 
sort out details of the salvation dynamics as ex- 
plained below. 

Interactions in the polarization model have an in- 
herently many-body character_ Consequently it is a 
non-trivial task numerically to integrate equations of 
classical motion for the twenty-five coupled nuclei in- 
volved in the present case. For that reason we had 
previously carried out and reported [8] a short feasib- 
ility study of the hydrogen ion plus water octamer 
system. That earlier work differs from the present 
study in several significant ways: (1) The hydrogen 
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ion was the light isotopic species H+ rather than D+. 
(2) Only 5 reactive trajectories were generated in con- 
trast to 100 in this study. (3) Initial conditions and 
termination criteria for the individual trajectories dif- 
fer in details, as mentioned below, from those of the 
feasibility study. (4) An earlier (and inferior) version 
of the polanzation model was employed to represent 
the interactions. 

Section 2 explains how we generated the present 

set of trajectories. Results extracted from those tra- 
jectories are presented in section 3. Section 4 sum- 
marizes conclusions and discusses their implications. 

2. Trajectory generation 

The polarization model in version “PM” has been 
employed for the present study [9]; this IS the ver- 
sion that has been used to examine the neutrahzation 
reactions (1). 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the stable water oc- 

tamer produced by the Phi6 potential. It has a pat- 
tern of nine nearly linear hydrogen bonds that make 
it equivalent to the hydrocarbon bicyclo[2.1.2] oc- 
tane [7]. Its binding energy compared to eight inde- 
pendent water molecules is 68339 kcal/mol with the 
PM6 potent& 

To mitlate any given trajectory a deuteron was 
placed 30 A from the centroid of the light-water oc- 
tamer, to which a random onentation had been ap- 
plied. The mutual potential energy A@ of the two re- 
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Fig. 1. Structure of rhe stable water octamcr accord% to the 
polanzation model (rersion Ph16). 

actants was then calculated, which at the distance in- 
volved would be dominated by the charge-dipole in- 
teraction. If this mutual interaction was positive (as 
found m 44% of the trials) the configuration was re- 
jected. If it was negative, translational velocities were 
assigned to D+ and to (HrO)* that corresponded cs- 
sentially to infall of unexcited reactants from infinity 
to 30 A. Specifically, antiparallel velocity vectors U, 
and vz are applied respectively IO D’ and to the 
twenty-four atoms of the octamer so chat the follow- 
ing conditions were satisfied: (a) The reactants were 
aimed directly at one another. (b) The overall system 
center of mass was stationary. (c) The kinetic energy 
was equal to -A*. 

It might be noted in passing that for the prior fca- 
sibility study [S] of the Ht t (H20)8 reaction the III- 
itial distance was 20 A, and the reactants were mo- 
tionless at this pomt. 

The polarization model dynamIcA equations were 
integrated numericillly as in our previous work [S, 
-121, with tune tncrement 

Ar = 6.25 X IO-” s. (7-I 

During the course of the numerical integration the 
rms distance So(f) of the eight oxygens from the sys- 
tem center of mass was computed. When S, had risen 
above 10 A (this IS possible only if the octamer had suf- 
fered a fragmenting collision), a sequence of product- 
cluster tests was begun to identify the fmal pattern of 
diverging fragments. 

A product cluster is defined as a set of H and 0 
atoms such that any pair in the set is either closer 
than 3.0 A, or is indirectly COMeCted by an chain of 
other atoms in the set which obey this distance crite- 
rion. One picosecond after having made the fust clus- 

ter identtfications the criterion was applied again. If 
the same sets of atoms appeared in each cluster the 
second time the trajectory was termmated. If a differ- 
ent cluster pattern appeared, the trajectory was ex- 
tended for another picosecond and tbe clusters were 

re_identified. This procedure would be repeated until 
two successive cluster patterns separated m tune by 1 
ps were identical. These clusters were taken to be the 
reaction products. 

The bare proton Ht or deuteron D* has a large af- 
ftity for water. Consequently the reactlon under study 
is strongly exothermic. However the amount of energy 
released depends upon the pattern of products pro- 
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duced. For thst chann2l wtich produces H,O+ and 
scv2n independent watsr molecules, the energy released 
IS 103.024 kcaI/mole according to the PM6 prediction. 

3. Product distributions 

As a rcsulr of rcactwe collision between D+ and 

(H20)S. hydmred hydrogen ions contaimng from 1 
to 6 water molsculcs wer2 observed to emerge from 
th2 re3ctIon. Thesr arc listed in table I, which shows 

the corrcspondmg occurr2nc2 probabdlties for each 
of these ion hydration numbers. It should be kept III 
mmd that thesr probabdities include both cases 
where thu incoming D+ respectively does, and does 
not, ulrunarely reside in the ionic cluster. Table 1 
shows that the most probable degree of hydration is 
3. w&h prob3bihtlcs dcchnin~ to either sldc of tlus 
ma.ximum. While none of the 100 reactive tmjectorles 
exammed ylclded hydration number 7 it is concen- 
abl2 th3r rh~s would have appeared with very low fre- 
qucncy m a much largsr tr3Jectory s3mple. 

T3blc 1 A0 presenrs information about thr energy 

carried irom the reacrion by the ions. Column 3 

shows the mean translational kinetic energy for ions 
with the various degrees of hydration. The more mas- 

sive Ions naturally move less rapidly away from the 

reaction complex, and wlthin the expected statIstical 
uncsrtainty it appears that the mean translstional ki- 
nctic ensrgy declines monotonically with increasing 
hydration number. 

Column 4 in tabie 1 shows mean values determined 
for kinetic energy of internal (vlbtration-rotation) 

Table I 
Dlstnbut~on of IOIIIC rwmon products 
-- 

Ion Occurrence hlcm hlcan 
h>dmmn probabdm kmJatiorwl mtcrn3l klrlL’~IC 
number energy 3, energy 3) 

1 0 06 5 71 20 83 
1 0 18 2.99 12 62 
3 0 39 2.10 22.01 
-I 0 28 2.0-l ‘7.48 

: 
0.06 1 38 31 69 
0.03 1.53 76 25 

3) Enrrgw in bnl/mole 
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motion of the ions. These energies are considerably 
larger than those shown for translation and possibly 
reveal a rising trend with increasing mass, due prob- 
ably to the larger number of degrees of freedom that 
are present in the larger ions. 

Neutral products from the 100 rsactivecollisions 
predominately were water monomers. In fact each 
cotl~sion produced at least one monomer, i.e. the oc- 

currence probability for neutral monomers was 
found to be unity. Four of the reactions also pro- 
duced neutral bound water dimers. Three of the cases 
yielded neutral bound water trimers. Table 2 summar- 
izes these occurrence frequencies in column 2; note 
that the probabilities in sum exceed umty because of 
sunultaneous occurr2nces of monomers with higher 
ohgomsrs. 

Columns 3 and 4 III table 2 show mean hetic en- 

ergies of translationf and of mternal motion for the 
emerging neutrals. As was observed for the IONC pro- 
ducts, the translational energy dschnes with increas- 
ing mass. However the mternal kinetic energy pattern 

IS unlike that for the ionic case, declining sharply 
from the neutral monomers to the neutral duners and 
trimers. This distinction reflects the much weaker bin- 
ding present in neutrals compared to the ions, since 
unimolecular decomposition would more easily de- 
grade neutral dimers and trimers that were initially 

highly excited, in comparison to their ionic counter- 
parts_ Only those neutral dimers and trimers with low 
internal excitation energy would survive long enough 
to be picked up by our cluster accountmg procedure. 

The various reaction channels and their probabil- 
ities (regardless of the fate of the deuteron) have been 
summarized in table 3. Ten such channels have been 
discovered in the present study. The size of the IOIGC 

cluster is designated by the position of an asterisk in 
table 3. 

T3llle 7 
Dlstllbutlon Of neutral rcwtlon producls 

Cluster OCCU~Cll~ Mem Mean 

sin2 probsbllrty !ranshtion31 mtern31 hurellc 
energy a) energy 3) 

I 1.00 5.18 Il.55 
2 0.0-l 166 3 32 
3 0.03 0.73 5.01 

a) Energies m kul/mole. 
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Tabk 3 
Rcxr~on chsnnels md probabtitws 3) 

Clus1cr sue Probsbtity 

I 2 3 -t 5 6 

I 

6”= I 
0.01 

002 
6 1’ 0.17 
5* 1 001 
5 I* 0.39 
4 2’ 001 
3 I’ 0 as 
3* 1 I 001 
3 I* 0 06 
2 I* 003 

a) The SIX of ihc Ionic clujtcr IS mdntcd by an asrcnsk. 

We have also examined the drspositron of the in- 
coming deuteron. Pius is the reactant particle that in- 
itially bears the excess charge, so it might have been 
reasonable to suppose it would appearwith high prob- 
ability in the sonic product cluster. However that is 
not the case. D+ was contained in the ionic cluster III 
only 27 of the 100 cases. This frequency is substan- 
tially less titan the probability that corresponds to 
complete scramblng of all hydrogenic particles dur- 

ing reaction. namely 0.434. that can be inferred from 
the last column in table 3. This discrimination effect 
appears to be amplified for those cases producing 
large ions. Among the 37 trajectories that led to ion 
hydration numbers of 4,5, or 6 there were only 2 for 
which the deuteron was found within those ions. 

The statistical tendency for the incoming hydro- 
genie ion to end up tn neutral products was observed 
earlier in our rudimentary feasibility study [S]. 

4. Conclusions and discussion 

Using classical mechanics, and the polarization 
model to represent interactions, we have studied the 
following gas-phase reaction famdy: 

D+ t (H, I6 0)8 + products . (3) 

Even disregarding isotope distribution among products, 
ten distinct channels were discovered among the 100 
trajectories numerically generated. These channels dif- 
fer according to the hydration number of the solvated 

ion produced, and whether or not any of the ancillary 
neutrals arc bound. Mean translational and internal 
kmctic cnergics have been dctermmed for products, 
with results that correlate with mass, number of inter- 
nal degrees of freedom, and binding energy. 

The use of D+ rather than H+ as the incoming chargec 
parttcle offers an important experimental tool for clari- 
fying some aspects of the salvation dynamics. Bcwusc 
the masses of the products would reflect the presence 
or absence of a deuteron, this would in prtnctplc permit 
an experimental test of our conclusion that D+ tends to 
be excluded from ionic products. 

Our statistical results seem to be conslstcnt with a 
relatively simple picture of the solvation dynamics 
mvolved in reaction (3). Under the zero-mcident-cn- 
crgy condltlon employed, the D+ wdl collide with the 
polar octamer near its negative end (at the right in fig. 

I). A large solution energy should suddenly bc rc- 
leased at this tmpact pomt, creatmg a “hot spot”. At 
this stage charge transfer wlttun the octamcric aggrc- 
gates begin to compete with decomposition. If the 
latter immediately dominates then the “hot spot” 
should ablate, carrying the excess charge away in a 
small-mass ion (more than likely to contain D+, com- 
pared witb random expectation), lcavtng a rcduced- 
size water olipmer with enough internal excitatton 

usually to break up mto monomers. 
On the other hand the excess charge could quickly 

transfer to the other, cooler, end of the octamer by 
concerted hydrogen Ion exchange (the Grotthus hop- 
ping mechanism [ 131) along one of the two properly 
oriented hydrogen-bond chains that connect the ends 
of the octamer. Ilus charge transfer would leave D+ 
behind as part of a neutral HDO molecule at the hot 
end of the aggregate. Subsequent break-up would 
drive this HDO away 3s a neutral, while tending to 
leave behind a relatively cool (and thus larger) ion 
contaming only light hydrogen. 

Although some modtfiwtion would be warnntcd 
by the lower mobility of D+ compmcd to W, the 
scenario just provided should apply to the analogous 
case of H+ impinging on (L120),. 

An exciting prospect for future thcoretlcal study, 
perhaps utilizing a suitably adapted [ 14,151 polarlza- 
tion model, is the study of H+ or D+ colliding rcac- 
tively with bound ohgomers of HF and NH,, as well 
as with mixed clusters of these species with H,O. 
Present expectations are that each of the qualitative 
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features observed in the present project would con- [7] F.H. Srtttingcr and C.W. Dand, J. Chem. Phys. 73 

rinue to appear in this broader context. (1980) 3384. 

[ 8 J F.H. Stlthngcr and T A. Weber, Chum. Phys. Letters 79 

(1981) 259. 
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